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Abstract

The feasibility of a PEM hydrogen storage system in a municipal setting using prosumer excess solar power
has been investigated. The feasibility was determined upon key performance indicators payback time,
internal rate of return (IRR) and net pro�t margin. The project was done as a case study on Södertälje
municipality, Stockholm, Sweden. Di�erent business models were compared to determine the optimal
operation scheme. Potential showstoppers were also explored. Literature study and interviews were
combined into a system model in Excel which breaks down costs and pro�ts over a 20-year timeline. A
sensitivity analysis was performed to measure the stability of yearly net pro�ts during changes in electricity
price and hydrogen market price.

The available excess solar power was identi�ed and used to size a system consisting of an electrolyser, storage
tanks and fuel cells. A daily system was deemed best, where electricity is accepted during the day and
discharged during the night. Hydrogen is also sold as a commodity for vehicular charging, and oxygen is
compressed into a re�ll station for hospitals and manufacturers. The results were simulated in two
operational scenarios; a Standard scenario and a Truck scenario, the latter which has no fuel cell and more
hydrogen is sold at the expense of electricity. The payback time is 5 years for the Standard scenario and 4
years for the Truck scenario. They have an IRR of 4% and 32% after 5 years and a net pro�t margin of 63%
and 86% respectively. The sensitivity analysis shows <6% change in yearly net pro�ts for the Standard
scenario and <12% change in the Truck scenario when electricity price and hydrogen market price �uctuates
by 50%.
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Sammanfattning

Genomförbarheten för en PEM vätelageranläggning på kommunnivå användandes av solcellägares
överskottsel har undersökts. Genomförbarhetens grad bedömdes efter konsumentprisindex
återbetalningstid, intern avkastning (IRR) och nettovinstmarginal. Projektet utfördes som en fallstudie på
Södertälje kommun. Olika a�ärsmodeller jämfördes och potentiella problem identi�erades. Litteraturstudie
och intervjuer kombinerades till ett system för kostnader och intäkter över en 20 år livstid som modellerades
i Excel. En känslighetsanalys utfördes för att se e�ekten på årliga vinster när elpriset och marknadspriset för
väte ändrades.

Det tillgängliga solcells överskottet identi�erades och användes för att välja storlek på systemet innehållandes
bränslecell, elektrolyserare och förvaringstank. En daglig drift dömdes passa bäst, där lagret fylls på dagen
och urladdas på natten. Vätet säljs också som en råvara till fordon och syret komprimeras till en
påfyllningsstation för sjukhus och industriella processer. Resultaten simuleras i två scenarier; ett Standard
scenario och ett Truck scenario där inget bränslecell �nns och mer väte säljs på bekostnad av elektricitet.
Återbetalningstiden är 5 år för Standard scenariot och 4 år för Truck scenariot. De har en IRR på 4% och
32% efter 5 år och en nettovinstmarginal på 63% och 86% vardera. Känslighetsanalysen visar en <6% ändring
i årliga vinster för Standard scenariot och <12% i Truck scenariot när elpriset eller marknadspriset för väte
�uktuerar 50%.
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1. Introduction

With a growing use of renewable energy sources comes an increased amount of intermittent energy and need
for storage. Storage also performs important tasks such as the cutting of demand peaks and providing
backup power. A common energy storage technology that exists today is batteries, as they have a high
e�ciency and rapid response to a reduction in frequency in the electricity grid. One problem with batteries
is that they contain lithium, which is a �nite resource with projected long-term shortages, especially
regarding electric cars (Willuhn 2020). Hydrogen fueled vehicles could alleviate this. Hydrogen related
lifetimes are also longer than for batteries, and fuel cells are quiet and need little maintenance (Vätgas Sverige
2020a). Another common method of energy storage is pumped hydro. Pumping water to an elevated height
and releasing it thru a turbine is today the best way for bulk storage. Pumped storage instead faces logistical
issues of slow response time and construction di�culties. These weaknesses are well complemented by a
PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) hydrogen storage.

Hydrogen is abundant, trapped in other salvageable forms. A reason for its success is that it is the element
with fewest electrons, making its Wan der waals, London and dispersion forces easily breakable (Jensen et al.
2017). Previously the majority of hydrogen has been produced thru SMR (Steam Methane Reforming)
which produces carbon emissions, but there are more sustainable alternatives. The process of electrolysis is
the process of splitting water to create hydrogen, which today accounts for 4% of global hydrogen
production (Yuzer et al. 2020). Electrolysis sets itself apart from other methods of storage with its useful
by-product of pure oxygen, which can be sold directly. Water electrolysis is quickly gaining popularity and is
estimated to reach full maturity within the next 5-10 years (Rödl et al. 2018). PEM electrolysis has critical
advantages over other hydrogen technologies, such as fast response time, high e�ciency and purity. High
purity is needed for use as a vehicular fuel. These come at the expense of a high initial cost, which is due to
the expensive platinum catalyst necessary to facilitate the reactions.

In growing suburbs in Sweden, there’s a mounting problem with lack of power and with existing power
lines’ ability to deliver that power. The lack of power is due to the rapidly growing population, which means
that more people need electricity in everyday life. This problem is extended by the EV (electric vehicle)
boom, which raises the evening demands when the majority of cars are plugged in to be charged after work.
On the other hand, the delivery issues are called capacity shortage and are due to the fact that the electricity
grid lines are old and unable to transport a su�cient amount of electricity between municipalities. A
close-to-load storage system could mitigate both these issues. Hydrogen storage will undoubtedly play a role
in the future Swedish and global energy systems. Which technology to use and how to apply it most
e�ectively is still to be determined.
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Figure 1: Energy Storage Comparison (Jensen et al. 2017)
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2. Background

2.1 Steam methane reforming
One of the most common ways to produce methane is by the process of steam methane reforming where
methane is converted to hydrogen. High temperature steam with a temperature of 700-1000 °C is used to
produce hydrogen from methane at 3-25 bar pressure and with the help of a catalyst. The �rst reaction is
“Steam-methane reforming reaction”, CH4 + H2O + heat → CO + 3H2. The second one is called
“Water-gas shift reaction” CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 + small amount of heat (Energy.gov n.d.).

2.2 Partial oxidation
Another way of producing hydrogen is by partial oxidation. It is a faster process than SMR but produces less
hydrogen per unit of input fuel. In this process, methane and other hydrocarbons react with a limited
amount of oxygen from air. This is an exothermic process so it gives o� heat. The �rst reaction is called
“Partial oxidation of methane reaction”, CH4 + 1/2O2 → CO + 2H2 + heat. The second reaction is the
“Water-gas shift reaction”, CO + H2O → CO2 + H2 + small amount of heat (Energy.gov n.d.).

2.3 Electrolysis
Electrolysis can be divided into four main types; Alkaline, Solid oxide, Microbial and Proton exchange
membrane (Himabindu et al. 2019). Among these, the standouts are alkaline electrolysis for its mature and
cheap technology and PEM electrolysis for purity, e�ciency and overall sustainability.

The alkaline electrolysis is a non-spontaneous electrochemical reaction, driven by DC electricity which
discharges ions into electrolyte. Water is consumed according to the reaction formula electricity 2e- + 2H2O
→ 2H2 + O2. NaOH is a typical electrolyte, which serves as an ion conductor and conductor of electricity.
Nickel is common for the electrodes. First oxidation occurs at the carbon anode. Oxygen gas and electrons
are released and travel to the cathode, where they take part in the other half-reaction to form hydrogen gas
bubbles. This requires more energy than SMR, about 30% is lost in transition from electricity to hydrogen.

There is also the PEM electrolysis which has about 15% losses corresponding to approximately 48
kWh/kgH2. The cell is equipped with a SPE (solid polymer electrolyte) which conducts protons but
insulates electrodes. Firstly at the anode, water is oxidized into hydrogen ions and oxygen gas. The electrons
released thru a wire are pushed to the cathode side by incoming electricity. In the cathode hydrogen ions
react to form hydrogen. The aforementioned advantages are o�set by the expensive Pt catalyst.
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Figure 2: The PEM electrolysis process (DavidIfrtiz 2013)

Figure 3: Comparison of electrolysis processes (Zorica et al. 2014)

2.4 Fuel cell
The overall reaction that occurs in a fuel cell is 2H2 + O2 → 2H2O

Anode reaction: H2 → 2H+ + 2e-

Cathode reaction: O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O
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Figure 4: PEM Fuel Cell operation (Mattuci 2015)

PEM fuel cells work like this. Hydrogen and oxygen are supplied to work the cell. The electrolyte is H+ and
electrodes are typically made of carbon. Hydrogen molecules adsorb at the anode and are oxidized to
protons. Electrons travel through an external load. Protons di�use through the PEM under an
electrochemical gradient to the cathode. Oxygen molecules adsorb at the cathode, are reduced and react with
the protons to produce water. The product water is absorbed into the PEM or evaporates into the gas
streams at the anode and cathode (Princeton 2020). PEMFC compared to other fuel cells are environmental
and durable, while a disadvantage is the expensive platinum/noble metal catalyst required to separate
electrons and protons in hydrogen. The electrical e�ciency is 30% for reformer fuel cells but this is doubled
for pure H2 (Battelle 2016). Therefore 60% is a better estimation for PEMFC’s operating from based on
electrolysis (U.S. Department of Energy 2015).

2.5 Cells
The fuel cell and electrolyser consists of various layers which combine into cells. Cells are then combined
into stacks. The functions of various layers are described in Figure 5. The MEA (Membrane Electrode
Assembly) is the heart of the cell and consists of the CCM (Catalyst Coated Membrane) and the GDL (Gas
Di�usion Layer). Bipolar plates separate cells and end plates separate stacks. Gaskets and sealing material
(typically silicone) are used to keep it together.
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Figure 5: PEM Stack structure (Okel et al. 2008)

Figure 6: Cell layers and functions (Jayakumar, A 2018)

2.6 Ongoing Swedish hydrogen initiatives
Currently there is a network for pressurized NG from Malmö to Gothenburg, which is owned and operated
by Swedegas. In central Stockholm there is a small gas network operated by Gasnätet Stockholm AB using
gasi�cation of biogas/LNG. It is then supplied to stoves and bus charging stations (Ei 2016). The Nordic
hydrogen corridor (NHC) project is led by Vätgas Sverige partnered with renewable power producer
Statkraft, hydrogen distributor Everfuel, �nancer EU/CEF and car companies Toyota and Hyundai. The
goal is to facilitate the growing hydrogen vehicle market and the eventual agreed budget is 20 million euros
(Scandinavian Hydrogen Highway Partnership 2016). The project falls under the Scandinavian Hydrogen
Highway partnership (SHHP) which aims to link NHC with the Norwegian HyNor and Danish-German
Hydrogen Link Network. Another Swedish project under the SHHP is Hydrogen Sweden which looks to
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connect cities on the west coast between Malmö and Gothenburg (Hydrogen Cars Now 2020). Compared
to isolated charging stations, connected systems allow for swift balancing of supply and demand and cheaper
transport. Under the name “Next Wave” the SHHP in collaboration with Vätgas Sverige will try to organize
bus charging infrastructure as well. Currently there are only a couple charging stations in Sweden. Locations
from north to south are Umeå, Sandviken, Arlanda, Mariestad and Gothenburg (Vätgas Sverige 2020b).
These are many from a worldwide perspective but compared to western countries Sweden is behind the
average.
Hydrogen can of course also be used as storage. This is the case in Vårgårda where 6 houses of 172 �ats
installed a Nilsson Energy RE 8760 system solution. The main bene�t is a seasonal storage, leading to
complete self-sustainability bar water supply. The fuel cell provides heat at about 65 degrees. The property
has one central hydrogen station, solar panels and a battery for short-term storage. Hydrogen in buildings
could also lower the demands for grid capacity and provide for power backup (Vätgas Sverige 2018). A
similar approach could be weekly storage of generated wind power, which Energimyndigheten are
researching under the program “Sektorsstrategi för robust och �exibelt energisystem” (Walla 2020).
Hydrogen also has unrealized potential in industry. The Hybrit project aims to reduce emissions in the
industry sector by replacing coke with hydrogen in steel manufacturing. If successful it could alone reduce
Sweden’s carbon emissions by 10% (Hybrit Development 2020).

3. Aim and Objective
The aim of the study is to investigate the techno-economic feasibility of a large-scale hydrogen storage-based
energy system using solar power from local prosumers. The study is performed in the form of a case study on
a selected location ”the municipality of Södertälje”. Location speci�c data such as electric power demand,
solar irradiation, area of solar PV panel installations, electricity prices are all taken related to the data for
municipality of Södertälje. The report is concerned with the optimal business model/operational scheme
and identi�cation of potential showstoppers.

Although the study is set in a Swedish environment, the results are hoped to be applicable to other countries
as well. For this reason, all parameters that are not location speci�c are extracted using their global market
price such as technical components, hydrogen and oxygen. The study is aimed towards independent
companies rather than governmental agencies.

4. Method
The project was kicked o� with an extensive literature study. Interviews were performed with Tobias Walla
and Viktor Döhlen of Energimyndigheten on the 28th of January and Karin Lindström and Håkan Nilsson
of WSP on the 13th of February, 2020. The topic of discussion was the role of hydrogen in a Swedish energy
context. Once the overall goals had been set, the next phase was to de�ne boundaries. Since one of the goals
was to evaluate results in a larger context than single-facility, municipality scale was chosen. There is also a
bene�t in municipality scale with having a lot of independence and self-governance speci�cally in Sweden. A
comparison between municipalities was performed and Södertälje deemed to be the most �tting. The
customer base was chosen as excess solar power producers, as this group showed great synergy with a storage
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system. It was settled that a daily storage seemed most promising, although a monthly or seasonal storage
could bring their various bene�ts. Boundaries were set to include sales of oxygen produced in the
electrolyser, as well as sales of hydrogen as a commodity, but to disregard waste heat. The waste heat was
thought to have bad synergy with PV (photovoltaic) production since heat is mostly needed in winter,
whereas PV generates most power in the summer. Irradiation maps were used to assign one value for
Södertälje as a whole. Google maps, articles and governmental statistics were used to quantify the available
solar panel area whereupon it was combined with benchmarked load types for di�erent types of facilities to
yield solar excess power. This de�nes the size of the storage system.

Next, the system data was collected and improved upon to de�ne speci�cations and costs. The modelling
was done in Excel. Tanks for on-site storage and vessels for hydrogen transport are deemed suitable to be
purchased while the fuel cell and electrolyser are suitable to be manufactured. Manufacturer costs were
taken and improved upon from sources applying program DFMA (Design For Manufacturing and
Assembly) which calculates time and costs of manufacturing processes. Revenue streams were investigated
and reduced into four main categories; electricity sales, oxygen sales, hydrogen sales and peak shaving sales.
Some interesting revenue streams were excluded due to being tied to governmental support, whereas the
report is aimed at independent companies. Eventually costs and revenues were combined to produce key
performance indicators such as payback time, internal rate of return (IRR) and net pro�t margin, which are
chosen to display di�erent signs of pro�tability.

5. Analysis

5.1 Choice of location
Since the single household hydrogen storage in Vårgårda looks promising, the next step is the municipal scale
(Vätgas Sverige 2018). Another bene�t with going larger should be bene�ting from economies of scale i.e.
reducing our cost/kW. Stockholm was chosen due to being the fastest growing city in Sweden. This
synergizes with hydrogen with respect to large available excess PV and could alleviate capacity shortage and
bene�t from peak shaving. The suitable municipality was deemed based on 3 criteria; Large PV capacity,
large recent increase in household demand and large recent increase in electric vehicles. The two latter
correspond to capacity shortage and peak shaving. On household increase Södertälje performs the best and
likewise on PV capacity (see Appendix). Thus Södertälje is chosen despite not topping the charts in electric
vehicle increase, where Nacka, Värmdö and Danderyd won out (Energimyndigheten 2020).

5.2 Excess solar power identification

Part of the business model is to buy prosumers' excess PV energy. Therefore, in order to properly size our
system the prosumer's daily excess must be calculated. The excess is the di�erence between production and
load, which both must be investigated.
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5.2.1 Production

Articles, google maps and governmental statistics were used to �nd the available panel area in Södertälje, and
all panels are assumed to be the Telge Energi standard panel. This is not a far-fetched assumption, as could
be seen from satellite where >90% of prosumers had the same panel matching the assumed one. Telge Energi
is an energy retailer that has been instrumental in Södertälje renewable growth, supplying highly renewable
electricity and making solar installations easy and cheap. 85% of inhabitants are subscribed to them
(Energinyheter 2019). The panel is 340 W at a size of 1.78 m2 with an e�ciency of 19% (see Appendix)
(Telge Energi 2020a). The irradiation is measured with solar maps and is recorded as a function of every
hour of the year (Solcast 2019). The average intensity is 1050 kWh/m2 (Solargis 2019).

Figure 7: Solar irradiation map (Solargis 2019)

The produced energy is calculated using where E is energy [kWh], H𝐸 = 𝐻 * 𝐴 * 𝑛
𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙

* 𝑃𝑅 * 𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑣

is irradiation [kW/m2], A is rooftop panel area, is panel e�ciency, PR is the PR ratio taking losses𝑛
𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙

into account and is inverter e�ciency. For categorizing di�erent types of customers we model them𝑛
𝑖𝑛𝑣

into cases for small-medium commercial buildings, public buildings (schools and sport centers), residential
buildings and industrial buildings (Swetox laboratory and Södertälje harbour). There are also outliers such
as the Södertälje hospital and Tom tits experiments. A survey was conducted where as many non-villa solar
installations as possible were located using google maps and various articles (since some are not yet visible
from satellite screenshots). These can be seen as a representative population, shown in table 1. 20 cases were
found all in the range 20 kW - 1000 kW. Out of these 25% are schools (2 middle schools, 2 pre-schools and 1
high school), 15% are sport centers, 20% are apartment complexes (bostadsrättsföreningar), 20% are
commercial buildings (Tom tits science center is an outlier in this category), 10% are industrial buildings (1
laboratory and 1 harbour) and the �nal 10% are Public buildings (1 hospital and 1 power company). This
population can be scaled to the real-world values using statistics on solar installations in Södertälje
(Energimyndigheten 2020). To account for the missed 52 facilities we can adjust percentages since no
hospitals, harbours or power companies were likely missed. This means we missed 15 schools (29%), 9 sport
centers (17.6%), 12 Apartment complexes (23.5%), 12 commercial buildings (23.5%) and 3 industrial
buildings (5.9%). The missing facilities load and production pro�les are taken as averages of identi�ed cases.
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The cases below 20 kW can be assumed to all be villas, which can be taken as 50 m2 each (Öresundskraft
2019). For simpli�cation production was measured for 4 month archetypes, where each month (June, Dec,
March, September) are based on the average during said month across all hours. This means a full year is
assumed to be 3 June months, 3 December months, 3 March months and 3 September months. Customers
with a battery on their solar installation are not with the need to export their excess energy and must be
excluded from the business model. These are 1.2% of the villas (Wallnér 2019).

Figure 8: Solar installations in Södertälje sorted by size (Energimyndigheten 2020)

Table 1: Survey results of non-villa solar installations in Södertälje

Facility Load Type Installed Capacity
[MW]

Panel Area [m2]

Ronnaskolan Middle School 0.06 323

Pershagenskolan Middle School 0.06 323

Moraberg
Studiecentrum

High School 0.06 323

Kaxbergets förskola Pre-school 0.06 323

Ljungbackens förskola Pre-school 0.06 323

Wasa sporthall Sports center 0.06 323

Vikbergshallen Sports center 0.08 430

Enehallen Sports center 0.06 323

Glasberga sjöstad 7 Villas 0.0758 399

Brf Fogdetorp Apartment complex
(378 apps/9 houses)

0.352 1853

Brf Södertäljehus 3 Apartment complex (60
apps)

0.16 852

Brf Manegen Apartment complex (45
apps)

0.08 430
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Lidl Commercial building 0.12 632

Midyat Food Commercial building 0.25 1316

Hagströms gruppen
lack

Commercial building 0.153 805

Swetox Research Center Industrial
building/Laboratory

0.075 395

Södertälje Harbour Industrial
building/Harbour

0.3 1579

Södertälje sjukhus Hospital 0.137 723

Tom Tits Commercial
building/Science center

0.077 404

Telge Energi Energy retailer 0.147 773

5.2.2 Load

Residential load was modeled after a recent study spanning 15 000 random households in the United
Kingdom (Pimm et al. 2018). The load pro�le for apartment complexes/bostadsrättsföreningar (Brf) was
made with residential data expanded to complex size. Here Glasberga Sjöstad is a modern Brf made from
villas rather than apartments, and dwellings come with a preinstalled charging station and electric car. This
extra load was accommodated for by observing the typical EV charging behaviour during the day (Fischer, D
2018). For school loads, area was shown to be the most critical factor determining load, as most electricity is
used for lighting. As such, the demand can be scaled linearly with area. The middle school average area in
our case is 4 366 m2, for which demand is estimated using data of St. Mary middle school in Delhi, India,
which has the area of 6 500 m2 (Khanna, K 2015). Similarly, high school load is estimated scaling down
Susan Wagner high school in New York, USA (Burman, K 2016). The three sports facilities Wasa sporthall,
Enehallen and Vilbergshallen are all regular gymnasiums which means their electricity demand is mostly for
lighting and ventilation. Most heating is district heating but some is electric. The demand is calculated from
national average values (Statens Energimyndighet 2011). To model hospital load a Spanish study was used,
but there was a problem with their dataset being generally smaller hospitals than in Sweden (Sotelo 2011).
To accommodate for this the average hospital size in Castile & Léon in Spain was calculated and compared
to Södertälje sjukhus, whereupon the demand was scaled linearly. Next are commercial buildings. Their load
pro�le can be benchmarked using the following US small and medium commercial dataset (Piette et al.
2017). The average building size in the dataset is 1 459 m2 which is close to our observed buildings (EIA
2015). Assuming electric load grows linearly with area this relationship can be used to benchmark larger
commercial outlier buildings such as Tom Tits. There are two buildings from the survey that can be
classi�ed as industrial; Swetox research center and Södertälje harbour. A study of di�erent types of building
loads in urban environments shows laboratories/research centers displaying high and relatively constant
loads (Fonseca, J, et al. 2017). The harbour load pro�le is assumed to have a constant value. This can be
calculated by the yearly energy demand reported by the harbour (Södertälje Hamn 2019). In �gure 10, the
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orange line represents the typical load for various buildings (sometimes divided into summer and winter
cases) and the lines for June, December, March and September is the average solar PV generation for a day in
each month. By subtracting demand from the electrical production of all building types we can estimate the
local energy available to be stored and thereby size our electrolyser. This is shown in �gure 11.

Figure 9: E�ect of electric vehicles on the residential load behaviour (Fischer, D 2018)
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Figure 10:  Production and load for various building archetypes

Figure 11: Total Excess Power
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5.3 Revenue streams
There are several ways to pro�t from hydrogen storage systems. After the electrolysis hydrogen and oxygen
are obtained which can both be sold as a commodity. If the hydrogen is passed thru a fuel cell electricity is
created which can be sold. The sold electricity can be part of a smart grid and reap bene�ts from capacity
shortage and peak shaving, which will be explained shortly.

5.3.1 Electricity sales

The most straightforward method is to sell the electricity to the grid, but since the electricity has experienced
losses during steps of conversion, this will diminish them. The opportunity lies with the unfavorable current
situation for prosumers who overproduce. In fact, electricity is 8 times better spent domestically than sold,
however this would require an expensive battery and is almost always rejected as an option. The revenues
from discharging electricity to the grid comes in the form of the electricity certi�cate, awarded for every
MWh of energy. These are later sold to energy distribution companies who are legally obligated to purchase
a set amount of certi�cates every year. Many prosumers have not even registered for the certi�cate system
due to administrative issues and unwillingness to buy a meter device to measure their output, and for them
their unused electricity is wasted (Energimyndigheten 2015). The certi�cate price in 2019 was 0.1 SEK/kWh
while the average electricity prices o�ered by Telge energi was 0.44 SEK/kWh (Telge Energi 2020). This
means a pro�t could be made by purchasing excess electricity from prosumers for the certi�cate price, then
selling it around the standard electricity price. In reality, the certi�cate value drops every year and will be
abolished in 2045, which would increase our prospects further. The logistics of electricity contracts and how
they interact with customers' current provider, is a problem outside the scope of the report.

Table 2: Electricity prices for 2019 [öre/kWh] (Telge Energi 2020)

jan feb mar april may june july aug sep oct nov dec aver

2019 60,10 51,32 44,62 44,81 40,60 29,61 39,45 42,61 40,22 43,86 47,97 41,18 43,86

Figure 12: Electricity certi�cate prices (Energimyndigheten 2019)
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5.3.2 Peak shaving

Storing electricity and supplying it during peak hours can allow dispatchable power plants such as thermal
and nuclear to continue running on optimum capacity which will increase e�ciency of components and
lifetime, reducing costs. This is re�ected in the higher price of electricity during peak hours, although the
price increase also is linked with other phenomena such as high demand leading to easy sales. Nevertheless,
the peak hours present an opportunity to raise the electricity sell price and is thus counted as a separate
source of revenue. A variety of sources show evening peaks in demand and electricity price 19-21 which is
the window which is used in the business model (Vattenfall 2020a). A 19% average price increase was
estimated during the 2-hour period. This revenue stream only applies to customers with a variable electricity
price, which comprises half of the population (SCB 2020e). It is not deemed an issue.

Figure 13: Hourly electric spot price in the Stockholm region (SE3) on October 20th 2020 (Vattenfall 2020a)

5.3.3 Power shortage and capacity shortage

Power shortage is a rare phenomena which needs several factors to happen. Such are cold temperatures
increasing the heating demand in combination with slow wind speeds, drying of hydropower and/or little
available import from neighboring countries (Ellevio 2019). However big changes must happen in growing
suburbs like Södertälje to prevent this. In the Stockholm area Ellevio says to have secured the most urgent
shortage needs late 2019 by a deal with Värtaverket using bio oil worth 340 MW (NyTeknik 2019).
Blackouts also count towards power shortages. There are few unplanned blackouts but a considerate
amount of planned ones, which brings usefulness to the hydrogen facility. Unfortunately, these rarely appear
in urban areas. In 2018 urban areas experienced an average 25 min of unplanned blackout. This combined
with 16 min of planned blackouts (Ei 2018). A fuel cell could provide backup power at high prices during
power shortages, but due to few hours of such events they will not be considered a revenue stream.

The shortage of capacity is because the networks are too narrow to supply the electricity needed in a rapidly
growing society. It can be compared to breathing through a straw. If too many things in society need
electricity at the same time, not all electricity can be transported and we get a capacity shortage. This can be
solved by using electricity in a smarter and more e�cient way during the day, and by simply strengthening
the power lines (Ellevio 2016). Södertälje is rapidly facing inhabitant and industrial increases, which requires
large changes to the current grid structure. To combat capacity shortage in Södertälje 2 projects are planned
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in grid construction (Vattenfall 2020e). The role of storage is not to replace grid expansion but to mitigate
losses during congestion by providing electricity from a near load position. Storage therefore acts as
temporary expanded grid capacity and allows for deferral/postponing of grid expansion. One study looking
at 2 pro�les inspired by New York and Texas found the value of near load storage to be increased network
deferral value re�ecting 22 and 0.5 $/kW per year. Which model �ts Södertälje better is hard to say.
Although the New York energy mix with more nuclear seems �tting, the Texas model has more prevalent
congestion issues and so an average of 11.25 $/kW per year can be chosen. The pro�ts tend to be quite
location speci�c and should preferably cover 0-4% of peak demand. In the end, reserving system capacity for
11.25 $/kW is not deemed a worthwhile revenue stream.

5.3.4 Hydrogen sales

Hydrogen can be sold as a commodity to be used as fuel in cars, ships or airplanes. It could also be reformed
to other hydrocarbons or combusted in power plants. For this report the value of ejecting hydrogen into
natural gas networks was compared to its value as a vehicular fuel. For input in natural gas pipelines there are
limits on how much hydrogen can be in the blend. Usually mixes above 20% hydrogen require changes of
equipment to a point where it is no longer pro�table (Melaina et al. 2013). Assuming network operators are
unbiased to whether gas or hydrogen is inserted as long as the energy content is the same, a selling price of
0.35 $/kg can be estimated (see Appendix). For vehicle charging stations the market price is 9 $/kg, and
therefore will be the preferred approach (Alpman 2015). In Sweden there are currently only 36 hydrogen
cars, so for realistic sales opportunities the hydrogen would need to be exported. Hamburg, Germany was
selected as drop o� location for calculation purposes. It is suitable but also dependent on consumer’s
adoption of FCV’s (fuel cell vehicles) (see Appendix).

5.3.5 Oxygen sales

A bene�t of the hydrogen fuel cell is the production of oxygen, which can be sold to partners like hospitals
and manufacturers using welding and soldering. A self-service re�ll station was deemed the best approach,
providing savings in cylinder materials. For the revenues from selling oxygen, competitiveness was measured
by setting a sell price similar to cheap online vendors (Alibaba 2020). The chosen price of 1867 $/m3 is
slightly below one of the largest local competitors in that of Linde gas, who sell pure oxygen for medical
applications at 1944 $/m3 (Linde gas 2021). These were matched against costs for upgrading the oxygen
separator tank (to be �t to store oxygen) and purchasing and running a compressor (Mayyas et al. 2019).
The compressor is vital to increase the time until full tank, allowing it to be emptied in time so no oxygen is
wasted.

5.4 Grid access

Optimal revenue streams aside, no operation will be possible without connection to the utility grid, which is
operated by a local retailer. There are many ways to partner and cooperate with a retailer to access their grid.
The most straight forward option is to reward their cooperation and possible need to expand grid capacity
with a small percentage of yearly pro�ts. Ideal for this would be a less established retailer which does not
already have prosumers as customers. Both parties will bene�t from this. Alternatively, a portion of the
electricity itself can be given to the retailer after storage in the system. The hydrogen facility can make do on
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hydrogen and oxygen sales alone. Instead viewing the situation from a retailer perspective, a hydrogen
storage facility could provide an opportunity to increase customer base and yearly pro�ts, without
drawbacks aside from initial investment. There are a variety of options, all with a small economical e�ect and
hence grid utilization impacts are left out of the analysis.

5.5 Business model
The report will compare 2 characteristic strategies for distribution. First there is the Standard scenario where
pro�ts originate from hydrogen and oxygen sales, but also from sold electricity during the night and peak
shaving related higher electricity prices 19-21. Here the exported hydrogen complements the storage by
discharging what the fuel cell fails to convert in a day. This only occurs during the 3 summer months. The
second scenario called the Truck scenario, forgoes electricity sales and increases the hydrogen sales via truck.
Here there is no need for a fuel cell and the energy loss that comes with it. The Truck scenario saves on
immediate costs but loses in �exibility.

The loop is based on a daily cycle of �lling from 05-17 and discharging the storage from 17-05. This
corresponds well to the energy source and was recommended in the interview with Energimyndigheten. The
electrolyser is sized to handle most of the available excess power from solar producers in Södertälje. However,
a cut-o� was done where increased capacity would come with more empty hours than full ones during a day.
The operation is optimized for a yearly production rather than summer only. The fuel cell is sized so that it
can discharge the excess power from solar producers during the nightly time window. The rated capacity is
determined from a monthly average of excess kWh, so that it is not oversized and can run on optimal
conditions most of the time. The storage is sized to be large enough to �t the best month’s daily production.
Oxygen is sold from a re�lling station, which saves on packing material and works since most customers have
their own empty containers and are close by. It is sized to be emptied every 24 hours after which it would
otherwise leak out and go to waste.
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Figure 14: The Hydrogen storage system

Figure 15: Business Model Canvas
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5.6 Technical system description

Figure 16: Schematic of electrolyser, fuel cell and storage

To the left in the �gure, water is taken in and passes a pump onto reverse osmosis. There it is cleaned before
it is taken into the separator tank, which acts as both a bu�er, oxygen and water separator and storage area
for oxygen. The water is passed on via a pump and then cooled before further cleaning in the deionizer,
which is located before the electrolyser anode inlet. Most of the water is consumed in the electrolyser but the
rest is passed back to the pump where it is then looped. The electrolyser is connected to the grid by a
transformer and recti�er, which can be seen above it. Leaving the anode is the produced oxygen which will
be compressed and stored. On the other side of the stack is the produced hydrogen gas. It is transported into
a separator tank where moisture is removed and then �ows to a dryer for further moisture removal. The
demister �lter uses coalescence mechanics to conjoin moisture in the gas to form droplets heavy enough to
fall. The hydrogen is compressed in cylinders until a valve is opened to release it at a later time.

The hydrogen then �ows on to the fuel cell, which is what you can see at the bottom of the picture. The
appearance is the same in the image as for the electrolyser, a component with layers and a positive anode and
negative cathode. Connected to the fuel cell is a cooling loop that rejects reaction waste heat. Above the fuel
cell produced power is delivered to the grid. On the cathode side, oxygen in the air will react with hydrogen
and electrons to form water. The air enters from the right a �lter and fan. The �lter removes unwanted
contaminants and the fan ensures high �ow rate to match the hydrogen. Some of the water that �ows out of
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the fuel cell is taken and passed through a �lter to make the intake air more humid. This is needed so that the
fuel cell gets an optimal proton conductivity. The fuel cell outlet water is not led back to the electrolyser.
This is because of the high e�ciency of the humidi�er (>80%) and thus the stream is mostly nitrogen gas
with a few droplets (Lucato et al. 2009). Separating the nitrogen and installing a pump is not deemed
worthwhile to harvest the droplets.

Table 3: Electrolyser and fuel cell characteristics

Electrolyser

Size 800 kW

Stacks 4 x 200 kW

Flow rate H2 3.6 kg/h

Flow rate O2 24.8 kg/h

Flow rate H2O 28.0 kg/h

Fuel Cell

Size 250 kW

Stacks 5 x 50 kW

5.7 Construction time
Construction time was calculated as sum of housing construction time, fuel cell manufacture time and
electrolysis manufacture time. The data for the fuel cell and electrolyser were found using (Battelle 2016)
and (Mayyas et al. 2019) which used program DFMA to simulate times for each subprocess. If not speci�ed,
each subprocess was attributed a setup-time of 0,5 h (Battelle 2016). For this small scale a
hand-manufacturing process with 4 employees was deemed better than an automated one. It was assumed 8
working hours/day and if a task exceeded this time additional setup-time was added. The housing
construction is the largest in size and takes 546 days compared to the fuel cell’s 20 days and the electrolyser’s
11 days (see Appendix).

5.8 Costs
The fuel cell and electrolysis costs were developed from US sources. Improvements were made upon these,
and values changed to apply to a Swedish assembly case. Changes in electricity price, cost of labour,
construction and real estate costs were accounted for. Manufacturing costs and time were imported from
sources using the program DFMA. However, many additions were made such as changing the sealing
material in the fuel cell from silicone to EPDM. It was also converted to a Swedish scenario regarding
electricity cost, cost of labor, manufacturing and real estate cost. For scaling to larger quantities and
bene�tting from reduced prices it was assumed 20% price decrease for every 10x increased purchase quantity
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(Mayyas et al. 2019). In the cases where this is not applicable, linear �tting was used. In general, costs can be
divided into main costs, BOP costs, capital costs and O&M costs. BOP (Balance Of Plant) refers to installed
costs for equipment around the main unit such as cooling systems and compressors etc. Capital costs refers
to real estate and construction costs, and O&M any ongoing costs related to the production such as supply
of electricity and water.

5.8.1 Electrolysis

5.8.1.1 Water purification

The water puri�cation for PEM electrolysis requires >99% purity and resistivity in the range 1-18 MΩcm
(megaohm centimeter). Salinity must be removed along with contaminants and ions which destabilize the
electrolysis and can spoil the platinum. The most commercial method is RO (Reverse Osmosis) followed by
a DI �lter (De-Ionization). There are many novel DI methods such as EDI (electrodeionization) and CDI
(capacitive deionization) or mixed bed resin.

The mixed bed resin was deemed suitable. It functions as small pods of H+ and OH- ions which replace their
counterparts of unwanted substances in the water. Positives replace positives and negatives replace negatives
(Enggcyclopedia 2020) (Idreco 2020). The water is then allowed to proceed once the measured resistivity is
high enough. By virtue of the RO polishing ~90% contaminants, less money can be spent in the DI stage
(Applequist, B 2018). Notably the puri�ed water must be quickly used up in electrolysis, since the water
starved of ions will draw them from nearby materials and lose its purity (Lejbjuk, P 2010). A tubing material
resistant to this is polypropylene. The resin brand was chosen to be Tulsion MB-115 with high ion exchange
capacity for the cheap price of 5 $/l (Nowas 2020) (Lenntech n.d.). The amount of resin needed for the
electrolysis lifetime was calculated using a Swedish tap water sample (Hemhyra 2019). The result is an
annual cost of 19 666 $.

Figure 17: Contaminants in tap water above 10 mg/l concentration (Hemhyra 2019)

Reverse osmosis is a technique used to remove a large proportion of contaminants from contaminated
water. The contaminated water is forced through a semi-permeable membrane using a large pressure. Water
that goes through the membrane gets deionized and demineralized.
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Figure 18: Schematic of Reverse Osmosis (Puretec Industrial Water 2020)

Operational costs from power consumption for brackish water at outlet pressure 56 bar is 0.004 kWh/l
(Kazmerski, L, et al. 2012). However, in our case the water is in proximity to compressed oxygen and
therefore has its pressure increased to 200 bar. The actual power consumption can therefore be linearly
scaled to 0.014 $/l. As for installed cost, a pump that can produce necessary �ow rates must be bought, and
so installed cost is proportional to the required �ow rate which is 672 l/day for the 800 kW electrolyser.
Installed costs for single house systems vary but are typically around 12 000 $ (Flix 2020) (Aquatell 2020).
This can clean the daily typical �ow rate of 303 l/(day*person) (USGS 2020). The average number of
persons per household can be taken as 3, yielding a puri�cation capacity of 909 l/day. The costs can be scaled
with required �ow rate, but for good measure a single household RO system can be applied to our case as
well. Annual �lter and maintenance costs can be taken as 200 $ (Flix 2020).

5.8.1.2 Dryer

The hydrogen gas processing usually passes a demister and dryer. The purpose of both components is to
clear the gas from water moisture. There is also an optional cooling condenser trap unit which could save
overall costs by lowering the dew point before the dryer, but for simplicity reasons this was neglected. The
demister separates gases from liquid droplets using coalescence mechanics to make droplets heavy enough to
separate from the stream. For the dryer a Generator Gas Dryer (GGD) was chosen. It consists of 2 chambers
each with a molecular sieve, electrical heater and controller. The molecular sieve are beads which entraps
molecules of certain sizes, separating hydrogen and moisture. The puri�ed hydrogen is ejected and the
chamber is heated which opens up the sieve upon which the water is vaporized and ventilated. This so-called
regeneration of the sieve is cheaper than constantly buying new material. This double chamber allows for
one chamber to operate at all times while the other is regenerating, and so production must never be
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stopped. This requires a combination of 3 purchased systems to function at all times. Installed cost was
calculated as 41 580 $ and operational heating costs as 1 780 $/year (see Appendix).

5.8.1.3 Cooling

Cooling is important to remove the stack reaction heat from the water loop. It is typically done through a
heat exchanger to another water loop, driven by a pump and in turn having its heat rejected by a fan. The
cooling capacity should be able to lower a stack temperature of 60 °C by about 8 °C. (Mayyas et al. 2019).
Cooling loop temperatures are estimated based on 90% e�ciency plate heat exchangers (Mota, F, et al.
2015). The result is an annual cost of 389 $ for the pump and 272 $ for the fan.

5.8.1.4 Power electronics

A transformer and recti�er are necessary to downscale incoming voltage and convert AC to DC for cell use.
Pumps, valves and compressors are required to transport and store various �ows chains. A control system
with sensors measures and reacts to changes in temperature, �ow rate, pressure, conductivity. The power
electronics operational costs are considered,but many maintenance costs are small and can be neglected. This
includes a recti�er and transformer. A recti�er’s oil and windings annual check costs about 100 $ (Yahaya, M
2018). Parasitic costs are accounted for, which are electronic loads occurring in turned o� equipment. Using
linear scaling, these are about 150 kW or 52 717 $/year for our system (Mayyas et al. 2019).

5.8.1.5 Deoxidizer

There exist components for hydrogen puri�cation with regards to cleansing of oxygen. They function using
expensive catalysts like palladium which enables hydrogen to bind oxygen and create water vapour. These are
called deoxidizers and are primarily used in alkaline electrolysis. Albeit unusual, there has been usage of
deoxidizers in PEM cases (Areva 2018). High purity is important for safety standards in vehicles, which are
lower than 5 ppm O2 in hydrogen. However, with the advancement of PEMFC’s contaminant levels below
5 ppm (99.9995% purity) is widely available, and thus it is deemed unnecessary to use a deoxidizer (Nel
2019).

5.8.1.6 Oxygen compressor

The oxygen produced in the electrolyser needs to be stored. The �ow rate for oxygen is calculated using the
ideal gas law where an inlet pressure of 1.5 bar speci�ed in the compressor speci�cations is used, and a
temperature of 25 °C. A volumetric �ow rate was calculated from a nominal volume �ow given in the
speci�cations. The tank's storage capacity is calculated using a pressure of 200 bar, the tank volume and
density of oxygen at this pressure (DHH Compressor 2020). Furthermore, the �lling time could be
calculated as well as the cost of electricity, given the power requirement in the speci�cation.

5.8.1.7 Summary
Table 4: Summary of electrolyser costs for an 800 kW system

Stack ($) 393557

BOP ($) 383532

Capital ($) 186450
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O&M ($/year) 237956

5.8.2 Fuel cell

5.8.2.1 Gaskets

The gaskets are elastomeric sealing material, usually silicone. However, in light of a study on the breakdown
of sealing material in PEMFC’s EPDM proved more suitable long-term, lasting 45 weeks compared to
silicone’s 6 weeks (Design Life 2018). After comparing the market price for silicone of 5 $/kg to EPDM 10.3
$/kg EPDM appears a better alternative and is thus chosen for our study (Battelle 2016) (Roo�ng
Calculator 2020).

5.8.2.2 Air supply

The air sent to the fuel cell must pass a �lter, air blower and humidi�er in that order. The �lter blocks large
unwanted pollutants, the air blower increases volumetric �ow rate to increase fuel cell productivity and the
humidi�er ensures optimum proton conductivity. Air streams should have dew points close to the fuel cell
operating temperature. A recuperative humidi�er has proven great for this in recent years, which recuperates
outgoing air-water mixture’s heat and moisture thru a permeable layer to the stream about to enter the fuel
cell (Nielsen et al. 2014) (Fuel Cell Store 2020a).

5.8.2.3 Cooling

The anode reactions are exothermic and its heat must be removed for optimal operation. A low conductivity
glucose-water mixture can be used in a loop with a cross-�ow radiator sized to remove all excess heat (Battelle
2016) (Summit 2020). The coolant should enter the stack at 50 °C. This ensures optimum fuel cell electrical
e�ciency. Overall keeping the ideal temperature is important to get both advantages of increased kinetics
from higher temperature and lowered thermomechanical stresses and corrosion due to lower temperatures
(Spiegel 2017b). The glucose-water is assumed to last the entire project and represent a small capital expense.
10 litres are needed for a 60 kW stack which can be used to benchmark costs once resource costs and density
are known (Battelle 2016). The result is 64 $ for a 250 kW fuel cell (ICIS 2020) (Amazon 2020). For power
electronics cooling, the components can be assumed to have any heat rejection hardware included in the
price. Heat could be rejected into heat exchangers for CHP purposes, but that is beyond the scope of this
report.

5.8.2.4 Power electronics

250 kW fuel cells produce DC power at 550 V. Before subjection to the grid it must be inverted to AC and
converted to grid voltage, which is done with an inverter and DC-DC converter. Both of these jobs can be
done with a hybrid inverter which could be cheaper in the long-term than an inverter and DC-DC converter
(Battelle 2016). There must also be some safety and control electronics. These could include a control
module, sensors, circuitry and grid transfer switch. A resistor bank is used in reformer combustion fuel cells
but with electrolysis there is no such delay between production and load and therefore no need to dump
power. Supercapacitors are a possible addition to the system, commonly used with fuel cells to meet demand
spikes (Spiegel 2017a). However, for the chosen business model there is no such need.
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5.8.2.5 Summary
Table 5: Summary of fuel cell costs for a 250 kW system

Fuel Cell ($) 107540

BOP ($) 150760

Capital ($) 310616

O&M ($/year) 319468

5.8.3 Storage
To reach usable amounts the stored hydrogen must have its density increased by being pressurized, or
liqui�ed. For stationary applications, compression is preferred over liquefaction, since the process is less
energy intensive. Pressure is usually increased to 300-700 bar, commonly done in cylinders made from
carbon �ber composite (Vätgas Sverige 2020c). The storage is sized to cover a day in the most productive
month which is June. This requires 8 tanks of the selected variety, which are speci�cally designed to store
hydrogen. To save on construction costs, cylinders can be placed outside the main building.
The compressor must perform the pressurization is two steps, which can be done �rstly through a
diaphragm compressor to take hydrogen from 20 bar to 350 bar, followed by a
“dry running” piston compressor to reach 875 bar. It was recommended to assert maintenance costs as 4%
of installed costs (Parks 2014.) A markup of 15% was added to the tank costs since they will be bought. 15%
is a typical value for manufacturers (James, B, et al. 2016).

Figure 19: Characteristics of �ber wrapped steel container for on-site storage. The outer shell is made from carbon
�ber.

Table 6: Costs of storage tanks ($)

Storage Tank
Steel, �ber wrapped.
Composite hoop wrap.
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Designed pressure (bar) 875

Maximum pressure (bar) 950

Inner volume (m3) 0,7221

Outer diameter (m) 4,877

Area (m2) 18,68

Mass storage (kg) 32,8

Life (#cycles) 150000

Price per tank ($) 51865

Capital cost ($) 25808

Total per tank ($) 77673

Number of tanks 8

Total ($) 621386

Table 7: Compressor costs ($)

Compressor type
Two-stage diaphragm compressor followed by a dry
running compressor

Capacity (kg/h) 126

Operational cost ($/kg) 0,107

Installed cost ($) 259082

Maintenance ($/lifetime) 10363

Isentropic e�ciency 80%

Motor rating kW 335

Lifetime 10 years

5.8.4 Hydrogen transportation
The produced hydrogen gas must be transported to locations of higher demand. This is typically done either
via compression or liquefaction, the former of which was chosen for this study. For the delivery, a suitable
truck from local manufacturer Scania was selected. They have a factory in Södertälje and are known
worldwide for their trucks. The truck model is a P380 6x2 haakarmsysteem which is both a strong and
relatively cheap (Trucksnl 2020). The salary of a truck driver was taken as the average value in Stockholm
county (Lönestatistik 2020). 2 Drivers will be needed to alleviate one other and give time to rest during high
production months in summer.
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The vessels are deemed best bought directly, unlike fuel cell and electrolyser which are built on-site. Unlike
fuel cells and electrolysers the storage vessels are not high tech enough to warrant on-site construction
motivated by lower costs, but would instead divert time and resources from the core business. The cost of
production varies with annual production quantity, and for this study an optimistic assumption of 500 000
units/year was selected. A markup of 15% was again applied to cost of construction.

Figure 20: Characteristics of aluminum cylinder for transportation storage. The outer shell is made from carbon �ber.

Figure 21: BOP costs for type IV storage with 700 bar pressure (James, B, et al. 2016)
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Figure 22: Total costs for type IV storage with 700 bar pressure (James, B, et al. 2016)

Table 8: Logistics of the hydrogen transport

Truck scenario
Standard
scenario

Month June Dec March Sep June

197,4 4,7 101,8 99 96,7 kg/day

5,6 kg/vessel

36 1 19 18 18 Vessel/day

140
Vessels in a
truck

3,9 140,0 7,4 7,8 7,8
Days to �ll
truck

4
Trip time
(days)

Table 9: Technical characteristics of di�erent scenarios and yearly pro�ts

Standard scenario Truck scenario

June Dec March Sep
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Revenues

Selling price ($/kg) 9

Costs

Transport fuel ($/kg) (Stockholm-Hamburg) 0,88

Driving time (h) (Stockholm-Hamburg) 12

Labour ($/h) 15,68

Labour ($/kg) (1 drivers) 0,48

Truck ($) 21065

Truck ($/kg) 0,113 0,057 2,067 0,111 0,113

Trips during project lifetime (20 years) (1820 is
max) (remember they need time to �ll) 237 473 13 242 237

Vessels ($/kg) 2,8

Compression ($/kg) 0,107

Total pro�ts ($/kg) 6,653

Trucks 1 1 1 1 1

H2 during all trips (kg) 185808 370832 10192 189728 185808

Total pro�ts ($) 1236178 2467141 67807 1262258 1236178

Yearly pro�ts ($) 61809 251669

Table 10: Costs by type

Truck Standard

Yearly costs O&M
($) 88783 21805

Installed cost ($) 550397 550397

5.8.5 Capital cost
Capital cost is calculated separately for the fuel cell, electrolyser, storage, and facility. The facility includes
restrooms, parking, one o�ce and kitchen. Each subsystem has the necessary area determined, which in turn
leads to real estate and construction costs. The Swedish industrial construction cost is 973 $/m2 and the real
estate cost is 157 $/m2 in Södertälje (Northpower 2020) (see Appendix). The chosen area corresponds to the
maximum spatial requirements for one of its assembly sub processes. This means they are not intended to
occur simultaneously. Since space is expensive, it is more cost e�ective to extend the assembly process in time
rather than to extend space. The fuel cell and electrolyser required space is determined using the program
DFMA. The storage is chosen to be outside to minimize costs. Leasing of cranes and forklifts was accounted
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for outside of the construction cost, equaling 10 080 $ each. A contingency margin of 10% increased costs
was added since delays are common in the construction industry.

The fuel cell area was determined by the limiting manufacturing process requiring the largest space. This is
end plate production which uses 115 m2. For electrolyser capital cost the limiting space is the
production/assembly line for stacks which is 150 m2. The facility area was estimated based on
recommendation from Prof. Jose Ventura for 4 employees which is required for some electrolyser processes.
There will be one o�ce only. The result is 117 m2 (Battelle 2016).

Table 11: Recommended space per employee (Battelle 2016)

Facility Space required (ft2)

Food service 15 per employee

Restrooms 25 per 15 employees minimum

Parking 276 per employee

O�ce 72

Table 12: Capital costs for di�erent sectors

Fuel Cell Electrolyser Storage tanks Facility

Area (m2) 115 150 149 117

Real estate ($) 18 055 23 550 23 462 18 369

Construction ($) 111 895 145 950 0 113 841

Contingency ($) 12 995 16 950 2 346 13 221

Total ($) 142 945 186 450 25 808 145 431

6. Results

6.1 Cost
The two scenarios have di�erent pro�ts per year. Cash is de�ned as how much money is received from the
project. In the beginning, there is an investment cost, which means that it shows a negative value. This will
show when there is a pro�t made and how many years it took to reach. Over the 20-year lifespan, the project
has earned 13.5 million $ in Standard scenario and 23.3 million $ in Truck scenario.
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Figure 23: Development of cash for the Standard scenario

Figure 24: Development of cash for the Truck scenario

The value in cash increases due to the existence of a cash �ow. It can vary between the years but is interesting
for comparing the two scenarios with each other. In the �rst year where an investment is made, cash �ow can
show a large negative value. Thereafter, �ow is positive and depends on the number of reinvestments that
has to be made that year. These are electrolyser stacks every 3 years, fuel cell stacks every 11 years and
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compressors every 10 years. The highest yearly cash �ow is at 0.97 million $ for Standard scenario and 1.4
million $ for Truck scenario.

Figure 25: Yearly cash �ow of the Standard scenario

Figure 26: Yearly cash �ow of the Truck scenario
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The income comes from several di�erent sources, so it is interesting to see how much each category
contributes. The largest contributor is oxygen sales followed by truck sales and lastly sales from electricity.
Oxygen which has the highest contribution stands for 94.9% in the Standard scenario and 85.2% in Truck
scenario.

Figure 27: Yearly pro�t percentage for the Standard scenario
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Figure 28: Yearly pro�t percentage for the Truck scenario

The contribution from each category can also be shown as direct numbers showing the actual pro�ts. These
are 1 528 958 $/year in the Standard scenario and 1 702 065 $/year in the Truck scenario.

Figure 29: Yearly pro�ts as sums for the Standard scenario

Figure 30: Yearly pro�ts as sums for the Truck scenario
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The costs are also something interesting to see where in the system most money disappears. These are
divided into types to be able to compare them and keep track of the di�erent parts. If some are much higher
than the others, it may be a good idea to take a closer look at why it is so much more expensive. If a part only
accounts for a low percentage, it can be concluded that it is uninteresting and greater emphasis on
improving the project should be placed on other parts. The total yearly costs are 603 846 $ for the Standard
scenario and 351 356 $ for the Truck scenario.

Figure 31: Cost by type for the Standard scenario
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Figure 32: Cost by type for the Truck scenario

It is also interesting to compare the costs at the end of the project lifetime. The results display most costs
being related to the electrolyser and fuel cell as expected. The end costs make a total of 18 million $ in the
Standard scenario and 12 million $ in the Truck scenario.

Figure 33: End Costs by type for the Standard scenario
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Figure 34: End Costs by type for the Truck scenario

6.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Since electricity is bought and sold, it can be interesting to see how much the price of electricity a�ects
pro�ts. In a sensitivity analysis, the price of electricity was raised and lowered up to 50% to see how much the
yearly net pro�ts are a�ected. If the �uctuation is large, the project may be too risky to carry out.
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Figure 35: Sensitivity analysis for yearly net pro�t vs electricity price in the Standard scenario

Figure 36: Sensitivity analysis for yearly net pro�t vs electricity price in the Truck scenario

Hydrogen is also something that is sold in the project, so it is interesting to see how sensitive it is if the
market price of hydrogen were to change. In the same way, the hydrogen price was changed up to 50% up
and down to see how net pro�t is a�ected.
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Figure 37: Sensitivity analysis for yearly net pro�t vs hydrogen market price in the Standard scenario

Figure 38: Sensitivity analysis for yearly net pro�t vs hydrogen market price in the Truck scenario
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6.3 Key Performance Indicators

6.3.1 IRR
Being an indicator of pro�tability for an investment, IRR is the annual return which yields a net present
value of all cash �ows equal to zero. It tells a company whether a project is worth pursuing, i.e. if it is higher
than the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) about 10%. IRR is appreciated due to its wide
applicability on investments of all sorts, giving a balanced comparison.

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 0 = Σ
𝐶

𝑡

(1+𝐼𝑅𝑅)
𝑡 − 𝐶

𝑜

Table 13: IRR for Standard and Truck scenario

Standard
scenario Year IRR Truck scenario Year IRR

1 - 1 -

2 −84% 2 -73%

3 −31% 3 -4%

4 -13% 4 17%

5 4% 5 32%

6 13% 6 40%

7 17% 7 43%

8 21% 8 45%

9 23% 9 47%

10 24% 10 47%

11 25% 11 48%

12 26% 12 48%

13 26% 13 48%

14 27% 14 49%

15 27% 15 49%

16 27% 16 49%

17 28% 17 49%

18 28% 18 49%

19 28% 19 49%

20 28% 20 49%
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6.3.2 Payback time
Usually during a business, an investment is made to be able to enable the start-up for the company, such as
purchasing machines, materials or creating an advertisement for the product. Payback time is the time it

takes for an investment to get its money back. It is de�ned by (CFI𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠

2020).

Table 14: Payback time for Standard and Truck scenario

Standard scenario Payback time Truck scenario Payback time

5 years 4 years

6.3.3 Net Profit Margin
Net pro�t margin is used to calculate the percentage of pro�t a company produces from its total revenue. It
is similar to gross and operating pro�t margin but it only takes cost of goods and operating costs into
account.

where𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

.𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 −  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑 −  𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
It has the bene�t to give a better look at the production part rather than just the product or business as a
whole (CFI 2020).

Table 15: Net Pro�t Margin for Standard and Truck scenario

Standard scenario Net Pro�t Margin Truck scenario Net Pro�t Margin

0,63 0,86

7. Discussion

7.1 Scenarios
The cash graphs start out negative due to �rst year investment costs. They then recover quickly and end up
at positive values. Truck scenario performs best in most regards. The avoided costs and energy losses
accompanied by the fuel cell is the largest reason for this disparity. Other sources also found hydrogen more
economical without conversion to electricity (Kroniger et al. 2014). The income from sales is not so far from
the investment cost and one can understand how the project can overcome the investment cost relatively
quickly. It becomes very clear here that the biggest pro�t comes from the sale of oxygen, where it accounts
for as much as 94.9% of the total in Standard scenario and 85.2% in the Truck scenario. It is clear that it is
important that this process works and that great focus is placed here. In simulations, one oxygen tank was
deemed enough since it takes a little over 24 real hours to �ll up. In practice great care must be taken to
�nding and scheduling partners to empty the tank in time.
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The sensitivity analysis shows that the Standard scenario has its yearly net pro�ts a�ected <6% by a 50%
change in electricity price. The same is true for a 50% change in the hydrogen market price. This displays a
relatively stable production. For the Truck scenario both graphs show a linear behaviour. For a 50% change
in electricity price the yearly net pro�ts is a�ected <4% while the same change in hydrogen market price can
a�ect pro�ts up to 12%. This indeed displays greater risks with the Truck scenario. Adding to these risks are
the increased amount of hydrogen which needs to be sold. Reliability of sales depends on the development
of the FCV industry (see Appendix).

The IRR becomes positive at 4% in the �fth year for Standard scenario and 17% in the fourth year in the
Truck scenario. The IRR becomes positive faster in the Truck scenario because it has a bigger yearly pro�t
and a slightly lower investment cost. The payback time is 4 years in the Truck scenario compared to 5 years in
the Standard scenario. This is quite low and expected to have a di�erence because of the di�erence in
investments and yearly pro�ts. The Truck scenario both have lower investments and higher yearly pro�ts.
The net pro�t margin is greater in the Truck scenario in the same way as in other key performance
indicators. A net pro�t margin of 0.86 compared to 0.63 is a big di�erence which shows that much more of
the money goes to costs in the production process of the product for the Standard scenario than the Truck
scenario. This tells us that either some steps in the process could be improved or that the process itself is
ine�cient in terms of money.

In the scenarios, it turned out that it is more pro�table to sell hydrogen gas instead of using it in the fuel cell
and producing electricity that is sold on to the electricity grid. Oxygen also accounts for the majority of
revenues compared with sales of electricity or hydrogen. These �ndings have been observed in other reports
(Mahmoud 2018).

7.2 Limitations
Though this report has given an overview of the interplay of costs, revenues and actors in a hydrogen storage
system, some things have been too complicated or outside the scope of the report. Since the report is aimed
toward independent companies �rst and foremost, some possible revenues streams are rejected. One such
example is the argument that the facility could be used for long-term storage during summer, which would
decrease national reliance on exports. Not only can partners demand low prices since we are reliant on
summer export, but there are also losses over huge distances. Pro�ts from capacity shortage were mentioned
in revenue streams but ultimately excluded. These are however quite location speci�c and a more detailed
analysis would be useful.

In order to remain neutral and applicable to a variety of countries, taxes have been excluded. These could
a�ect real pro�ts to varying degrees. Most components and wares were taken in a global market perspective,
which was the goal. There are however some parameters taken from a Swedish context such as electricity
price, cost of labor, real estate and construction. A growing population has not been accounted for. This
combined with a boom in electric vehicles could have huge impacts on demand and consequently prosumer
excess production and pro�ts from peak shaving. Salvage pro�ts were also not interesting for this report.
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7.3 Future work
Waste heat was disregarded early in the project, since it was �rstly aimed for a summer focused production
where there is low heating demand. Of course there are industrial processes that could accept the heat, and
although the available heat is probably a small contribution it would be interesting to see its usefulness. The
heat is generated in the electrolyser, dryer and fuel cell. There is also opportunity to improve con�guration
in that of water pathways, although this would require additional cleaning and separator components. A
study on the optimal con�guration would be interesting. A more location speci�c investigation of the
interplay between storage and aiding the grid capacity shortage in growing suburbs is justi�ed.

8. Conclusion
The study set out to investigate pro�tability, feasibility and business model of an independent PEM
hydrogen storage system on a municipal scale using excess prosumer PV power. The �ndings indicate that
the technology is mature and pro�table. There are synergies with prosumers’ needs and the trends in the
energy industry. The most pro�table revenue streams are oxygen sales followed by direct hydrogen sales and
lastly electricity sales. Therefore, the Truck scenario is deemed more pro�table than the Standard scenario,
albeit at higher risks such as dependence on hydrogen market price and FCV adoption.

With regards to feasibility there are no showstoppers itself, but great care must be taken on several levels. On
the technical level, streams must be cleaned using the various recommended equipment to ensure hydrogen
suitable for vehicle charging. Detection equipment is important since safety always is a concern with
�ammable gases under high pressures. Once up and running the system is almost fully automatic; truck
�lling, loading deionization resin and removing RO residue are the only weekly tasks. Yearly maintenance is
needed with regards to �lters, stacks and other components.

On the business level, reliable partnership contracts must be established to ensure timely emptying of the
oxygen tank and generated electricity, as well as cooperation with a retailer to access the grid at low
detriments. The building types best suited for partnerships were found to be residents, apartment
complexes, schools and sport centres. The auxiliary service of helping with capacity shortage is not pro�table
enough to be justi�ed without governmental funding or supporting policies. Albeit �t to handle power
shortages, these are too few in the case study to be considered a revenue stream.
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Figure 39: Telge energi solar panel datasheet

Real estate cost
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Figure 40: Södertälje real estate. Price: 575 SEK/m2 (Objektvision 2020)
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Figure 41: Södertälje real estate. Price: 2629 SEK/m2 (Booli 2020a)

Figure 42: Södertälje real estate. Price: 915 SEK/m2 (Booli 2020b)

Mean value: 1373 SEK/m2

FCV Charging infrastructure in Germany

Germany is a leading country for fuel cell cars and charging stations. However, the station infrastructure is
more ready than the customer base. The about 107 ready/in progress stations can fuel more than 60 000
cars, but there are only 600 cars today (Lorenz 2019).

To sell our produced hydrogen the demand should be higher than our supply. The supply in the Standard
scenario is 96.7 kg/day, occurring only in the summer months. The truck scenario can supply 4.7-197.4
kg/day depending on the month. On the demand side Germany’s vehicular hydrogen demand was 12.5
tons/month in October 2020 (H2 Mobility 2020). Assuming evenly sized refueling stations the daily

demand per station is . Excluding Danish charging stations the route covers12.5*1000
31*107 = 3. 77 𝑘𝑔

𝑑𝑎𝑦*𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

11 stations to Hamburg, equaling . The route could be extended to Berlin in11 * 3. 77 = 41. 4 𝑘𝑔
𝑑𝑎𝑦

which case 17 additional stations would be covered, equaling or 105.4 kg/day total17 * 3. 77 = 64 𝑘𝑔
𝑑𝑎𝑦
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which is close to our supply. However, with preexisting contracts in play it a much larger demand is
probably required to realistically sell everything. Therefore, the speed at which consumers adopt the
technology can be vital. Global forecasts predict a tripling increase from 2021 to 2025 in fuel cell vehicles,
and it can only be expected to exceed those results in Germany (Automotive World 2018). In such a case
Hamburg might be su�cient for delivery location for at least the Standard scenario.

Construction time

The construction time is the sum of housing construction time, electrolyser and fuel cell construction time.
These can be seen in table 15. The results are in working hours which must be multiplied by 3 to yield real
hours, since 8 h/day is the assumed working time. The house construction can be benchmarked to take 1
month of permit approval and 546 days of actual construction assuming a generic factory design is chosen.
This is scaled from the average US house construction time of 6.7 months (Mueller 2020). Since our
building of 499 m2 is 2.48 times greater than the average house of 201 m2, 16.6 is the real months of
construction (Wilson 2020).

Table 16: Construction time

Construction time (h)

Setup-time/task 0,5

# 100 kW FC 2

Employees 4

Fuel Cell (per 100 kW system)

Assembly 18

End plate 0,5

MEA 1 1,36

MEA 2 0,23

MEA 3 0,32

MEA 4 0,3

MEA 5 3,36

MEA 6 0,05

Gasket 1
(Setup=1,5) 0,33

Gasket 2
(Setup=2,5) 0,8

Bipolar plate 41,4

Testing 2,5
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Sum (h) 163,3

Sum real (days) 20

Electrolyser (per 800 kW system)

Assembly 48

CCM 14

PTL 7

Sealing 10

Bipolar plate 0,5

Sum (h) 85,5

Sum real (days) 11

Housing construction

Area (m2) 499

Real time (days) 546

Total time (days) 577

Pipeline sell price

Hydrogen can be sold to charging stations or natural gas pipelines. For use in pipelines, a realistic sell price
was necessary to be found. The underlying assumption is that it can be sold for the natural gas price with
which it is mixed, given that the price is increased to account for the higher energy density of hydrogen.
Hydrogen has about 2.5 times the energy content compared to NG on a mass basis (Gielen et al. 2019). The
NG market price is 2.7 $/MMBtu as of the writing of this report (Markets Insider 2020).

The market price can be rewritten as since0. 096 $

𝑚 3 1 𝑀𝑀𝐵𝑡𝑢 = 28. 26 𝑚3

Sell price = 0. 096 $

𝑚 3 ÷ 0. 68 𝑘𝑔

𝑚 3 = 0. 14 $
𝑘𝑔

Sell price accounting for energy content = 0. 14 * 2. 5 = 0. 35 $
𝑘𝑔

Dryer

The dryer is equipped with a 1.8 kW heater for regeneration, which takes about 4 hours. This regeneration
occurs about every 10 m3 and the installed cost is 13 860 $ (EONE 2020a) (EONE 2020b). Combining this
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with our known hydrogen �ow rate of 185 420 m3/3 years or 7 m3/h and assigned electricity price of 0.04
$/kWh, speci�c installed and operating costs can be calculated (Vattenfall 2020).

7 m3 �ows by every hour, so 10 m3 �ows by every 1.43 hours. A regeneration is thus needed every 1.43 hours
for one of the two chambers. However since the regeneration takes longer than the time until regeneration is
used, we require more than one dryer.

Dryers needed = 𝐼𝑁𝑇( 4
1.43 + 1) = 3 𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 

Installed cost = 3 * 13 860 $ = 41 580 $

Regenerations during 3 years = 185 420
10 = 18 542 

Hours of regeneration = 18 542*4ℎ
3 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 24 724 ℎ

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟

Operating cost = 1. 8 𝑘𝑊 * 0. 04 $
𝑘𝑊ℎ * 24 724 ℎ

𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 1 780 $

Figure 43: The generator gas dryer (EONE 2020a)

Installed solar capacity by municipality
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Figure 54: Installed solar capacity by municipality in Stockholm 2019. The left column is the number of solar
installations and the right column is installed capacity (Energimyndigheten 2020).
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